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Variltion in Language Use

Abstract

This paper represents a report on work-in-progresq,], Here we attempt to

.
,,,,

lay out the issues surrounding our researcb-prolOtt and the questions we
6,

hope to answer with it. We describe the ways n,which our research is

develop!ng and. the procedurei we are following.. Although no data is

presehted, the methods of collection and analysis are discussed in Aetall.

The issue of most concern in our research is whether or not minority

groups use language-On way.s Oat systematically put their children at a

disadvantage at school. We want to see if culturaf or social class

differences in language use have cognitive, social; and/or educational
k

consequences for children so classified. It is widely bellevpd that these

differences dd, but, while this is an attractive hypothesis, solid evidence

for t is lacking. We argue that an adequate.test of this hypothesis must

include data on naturally occurring langune. To that end, our research "

combines ethnographic and experimental methods. AJdio tapes weresmade of

preschool children representipg different combinations of ethnic group and
44,

social class membership. Our research focuses on nine specific questions

which are presented here along'with the approaches we are taking to answer

them. In the last ilection of this paper, we indicate thgee representative

ways in which data analysk might proceed.
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Cultural and Situational Variation in Language.Function and Use':

Methods and Procedures for Research
pa!

' It is widely believed that there are cgltural.differpnces In the

bs

functions and uses of language among varjous ethnic and cultural grnups

.4v in the U.S.A. (se, e.g., Cazden, Johq; S Hymes, 102; hall S.Freedle,

1975; Labov, 1970). In fiact, the idea of a mismatch between speakers in

language functi4ning and use is often given as one explanation of the

educational difficulties soMe Children have in school (Bernstein, 1964,

1972). Empirical support for this,explanation,9however is very thin.

An examinaeion of previout research reveals at least three reasons for the

lack of evidence: (a) The situations used to evaluate language have been

quite rest cted; they have concentrated primarily on language used in .

schools .in strictly experimental sjtuations. (by There is ambiguity

abo the terms "function" and "vse;" it is not clear whether they should

be approached from the perspective of communication and cognition, or from

the point of view of social parameters only. (c) The primary emphasis 19

recent work has been On content (vocabulary) and structure (grammar).

Ara

in order to overcome these weaknesses a different approach is required.

Specifically, the approach shciuld. (a) combine psycholinguistic and

ethnographic methods,; (b) emphacize situational variation within as well

as across settings; (c) sample from Blacks and Whites, lower and middle

class subjects (grovnc seldom sampled before in Apsingle study); (d)

incorporate a sample wnose size is large enough to permit supportabLe

`.P
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inferencei; (e) focus on the combined aspects of structure, content, and

function'in language; and (f) watuate change in language use and functinn

in the transition from hone to preschool.

This paper wi)l be devoted to a description of a major research project

wgich uses the combination of methods stattd above. The paper will also

focus on illustrative examples of haw data 'analysis might proceed when

suth methods are employed.

Statement of Issues

The "genera) hypothesis upderlying the work to be discussed Is that

f
minority groups and the poor use 1 an9uage"in ways that systematically' put

their.chlidren at a disadvantage at school. By sampling children from

different cultural and socip-economic groups, the research focuses-on

the consequences which different patterns of language function and use

r

-may have for the child.

The single most important issue.in this Tejard is therconsequences

of different usage patterns for the speaker, particularly with respect to

or her educational performance. Broadly speaking, these consequences

may be soiial, cognitive, or educationad--three areas which are certainly
-4Z1Z.

part of any theory of :ultural variations in'schotil performance. We will

now treat these in turn.

Social. The social consequences of "non-standard" speech for children

can affecf both teacher-pupil and peer relationships. The consequences of

a teacher's attitude toward a given dialect can be profound. For example,
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a teacher's attitude can affect his 'or her initial judgment dbout the

intelligence of a- chlT4d, how he will fare as'a learner, how he is grouped

for instruction, and how his contributions in class are treated. This in

turn affects the child's attitude about himself as a learner, his willing-

ness to participate, and his expectations'about results of his participation.

The consequences of non-standard speech with respect to one's standing

with peers may also be profound. It is often suggested that for high,

status Peer and schoofsettings require opposing rules for using or not

using language in various ways.

Cognitive. There is a long traditton in the cognitive sotial sciences

linking language and thought. What is not clear is whether different

patterns of language socialization in the home have directly discernable

cognitive consequences.

We are particularly concerned in the current research with the

evaluation of the cognitive consequences of patterns of language usage

identified by Berastein (1964, 1972). Ir(his work, a basic question

remains unanswered: Do cultural/class differences in language usage

affect-people in other-than-social ways (e.g., cognitively)?

Of concern are cognitive consequenees which might result from

differences in various aspects of language, such as vocabulary,. Vocabulary

differences clearly ;.eflect differences in public access to one's ideas.

They lead to unequal opportunities to talk about a given meaning or

aspect of meaning; as a consequence of this each speech community would

have different access to its ihembers' and others' ideas. At a deeper



level, different types -of speech involve

in certain basic cognitive proces

cation in the case of adjectives o

in the case of conjunctions, could

elaborated vocabularies. There is
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fferent dpportunities to engage

For example,-the process of modifi-
.1

dverbs, or the process of subordination

4sily be affected by differentially

a evidence suggesting that unrecognized

differences in vocabulary result in mis-estimates of memory capatity and

"general intelligence."

Educational.. The possible educational consequences of speaking a

non-standard variety of speech can be illustrated for three areas: reading,

ability to engage in "instructional dialogue," and the ability to deal with

.a kind oi meta-behavioral information. With reference to reading, a

phonologi.cal mism&tch.ean affect children's acquisition of phonic skills.

Phonological mismatches are likely to lead teachers to mksinterpret

children's reading of a sentence. (For example, if a child says "John pin"

when he.sees the phrase John's-pen, the teacher could.misinterpret this

as a mistake instead of a different pronunciation.)

'in addition, semantic mismatches may affect children's expectations

about the gist of the language that they .are reading. Syntactic mismatches
"

may also affect children's expectations about gist (%ee..e.g., PlestruP,

1973). Moreover', different cullures might promote different levels of

metallngusitic awareness, and some cultures &night provide more practice

than others in those skills which are reasonablylsomorphic to the kinds

of processes that children have to use in learning to read--for.exam0e,

counting-out rhymes and jump rope chants which are based on alliteration

or rhyming.
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Certain patterns of early language socialization perhaps also hamper.

children's ability to engage in."i,nstructiOnal dialogues" when they enter

school, I.e., the kind of communication situation inwhich a teacher and

pupil engage in a question and answer routine, and where the que'stionei-

has a speciric answer in mind and-the answerer's job is to guess what'

that answer is. The big difference between this type of interaction and

the "normal" question and answer exchange is that the correctness of the

answer is not necessarily judged on its truth value, but rather on its

. 4 conformity'to a strategy or plan for.answering which the teacher ties
p.

already constructed. The quesition is,-does the communication environment

provide an-opportunity to engage In interactions which are similar to

that of instructionli dislogue? Here "simi lar" is used in the sense that-
,

the requirements of a correct answer are based on same ability.to intuit

the kind of answering strategy that the questioner has in Mind, rather

than on truth value or some khid of aesthetic organization of the speech

'act.

Patterns of language socialization that characterize some'cultures/

classes are often said to interfere with a child's abrlity to deal with

analytical or "meta-behavioral" information, i.e. , the ability to analyze '

and make analytical statements about certain kinds of behavior not always,

reflected upon In everyday life. These include perceptual awareness (the

ability to analyze a perctptual array into a set of geometrical or mathe-

matical relationships) and behavior awareness (the ability to analyze the

aPP

a
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emotionS'of a perlon or those of a fictional character). Teunderstand

how being a memberz of a given speech community might affect the ability

to make this type of analysis, it is necessary to conskier whether or hot

different cultures provide differential opportunities to engage in the

kind of meta-behavioral analysis mentioned above. Since this kidd of

analysis is a hallmark of schooling, it is a prime area for studying home/

school mismatches (see, e.g., Scribner & Colt, 1973).

To see how these and other issues are dealt with in our research

project, we now turn to a more detailed description of,that work.

The Research
IR

As a preliminary to the research, an exhaustive review of the literature

in relevant areas was undertaken, 'revealing several substantive limitations.

As meniioned above, earlier studies suffer frcm (a) the use of limited

situat:oni, (b) the ambiguity of the meaning of qte terms "function" and

"use" in language, and (c) an emphasis on content and structure. In

addition, it was found that (d) the naturepf the, analysis used (e.g.,

correlational, experimental, survey) obscured pertinent informati8n (cf.

tiefta9, 1978, 1979); (e) sample size was usually too small to Justify

infitrences; (f) the failure to study middle class as well as lower class

subjects from all groups being compared restricted conclusions, and (9)

the important transitiod from pre-school to the first grade was neglected.

Given the presert state/of knowledge, a !lumber of pressing questions

about the educational performance of the urban poor still' remain unanswered.
A

a

6
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Certainly, the relation of language usage and.school performance among

different ethnic and SES-defined groups'is one-of them. im believe that

the research program described here,and other studies like it, wi it ultimately

discover the path leading to a solution of these problem. As a first

step in.that direction, the research is aimed at three general questions

about youhg children and the significant adults in their lives:

I. -What are the important dimensions of language differences among

cultural groups in the U.S.A. as defined by SES and ethnic group identify?

Specifically', these differences should lie 'in language, structure and'

.

content, i.e., vocabulary,-grammar, and phonology.

. 2. .Do patterns of language usage distribute ecross social setting

and speech situations in the same way for different cultural groups?

3. What are thesCognitive consequences of variations-in language

function, espoolibaliy the fenctions into whicb young children are socialized?

In conceptualizing 'the research, we reasoned Chat a naturalistic study

of language AS ulpd by.yodhg children (age 4i-5 years) would be required.

Prior to our\ res6rch, naturalistic'studies of language usage of parents and

yofing children have been rare (cf. Horner & Gussow, 1972; Ward, 1971).

Existing studies have employed primarily interview-based and school-based
0,

dati. Without the evidence provided by more naturalistic language, the

. questions raised in this papericannot be answered adequately.
.

.
.

.

To do a naturalistic study of language, an eth..lographic method is .
.

- . ...

'the most usefuh. This method involves fairly accurate Aescrrptions of
t

o 6
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behavior as it emerges in context; thus both the talk itself and the )

context in which it occurs ore described. The behavior we wish to study

has little descriptifve vah...t without the careful charting of its antecedents

and consequences in context. This careful charting is what we mean by

ethnographic method. For this research, then, extensive samples of language

usage in natural contexts were obtained. These consisted of recordings of

conversations between target cilildren and their parents., siblings, teachers,

and peers, reprekenting a-iariety of physical and temporal contexts.
,

Further, it was decided that theibcus should he on ihe intellectual 1

consequences'of differences in language dtructure, content, and function

as these-interact with social class, ethnic-group membershi-p, and setting.:

lr this regard, the' work draws ypon and extends two disciplines in the ,

behavioral sciences: sociolinguistics and developmental psychology. With

respect td sociolinguistics, it builds upon and eAtendS.the work of Labov

(1970) on the elaborations of structure; of Houston (1969) on specific

registers and shifts in these registers; of Ward (1971), Horner (1968),

and Hall, Cole, Reder, and Dowley (1977) on the conmunication ne5work as.

portrayed in the home and immediate'iurrounds. Regarding,developmental

psychology, tt builds ugon and extends the work of Hess (1969) on cognitive

environments, and White and Watts (1973) on the environment of the child'

in general.,

q.
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M4thods

The methodology employed here is wnat Hymes calls the ethnography

of communication (Hymes, 1974). In a general ethnography, the goal of the

ethnographer Is a verbal re-creation'of the world of the targek. culture.

It should be a descriptive account which members of the target culture

recognize as their own experience of reality. In contrast, the ethno-
,

graphi.: component of the research described here is more focused ir.1 that

it concentrated on naturally occurring speech. By recording language in

the everyday lives of the target Children, actual language experiences of

subjects were sampled. bata on other aspects of the subjects' lives were

included only as they related to the functions and uses of language.

Language samples were collected through the use of audio tapes. There

were several reasons for this. First, the complexitises of language are too

great to be captured by a participant observer's field notes. An observer s
4

notes could not adequately record, for example, the multiple functions of

language in context. For the same reasons, checklist data would be

inadequate. The limited perspective 6f check)ists would also require that

a more sophisticated data collection method be employed. Audio tapes

satisfy this requirement.

Second, the audio tape equipment (portable tape recorders with wire- ,

less microphones) was manageable enough to permit data collection in a

nimber of different settings. Data were .collected, for example, in homes,

shops, moving cars, and on sidewalks. The mobility achieved in this way
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would not have been possible with, say, video tape machines. Even though

video-tape provides more complete data, in a study such as this its use

is impracticable..

Finally, the tape equipment did not seem to cause any significant

disruption in the normal behavior of the target children. The wireless

microphones were,.for example, sewn into colorful vests which target

children wore without protest; in fact, they seemed to quickly forget

about having them on.

I .P

Objecei.

Subjects were 40 preschool age children (4.5-5.0 years) divided

equally according to race and socio-economic status (SES) as 4ollows:

lower class Black (10), lower class White (10), middle class Black (10),

middle class White (10). SES was determined through the use of income

and education indices from the scale developed by Warner, Meeker, and

Ells (1949).

Procedures

Language samples were collected over two consecutive days. Taping

was done through the use of stereo tape recorders and wireless microphones

worn by both the target children and the field worker. Target children

wore vests with microphones sewn i field workers clipped microphones

to their ties. Although adults and non-target Children in the study did

not wear microphones, the two mikes used were, in general sensitive enough

to pick up all significant verbal interacfion with the children in the

study.
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in order to sample situational variations in language, each child

was recorded in a series of ten temporal situations: (a) prior to

school in the morning; (b) on the way to school; (c) during the transition

to the classroom; (d) during free play; (e) during teacher7directed

activity; (g) during snacks and tolletung; (h) on the way home from school;

(I) prior to dinner; (j) during dinner; and (k) prior to bed. The setting

for these temporal situations consisted of not just home and classroom,

but playground and community as well. Additional recording was done of

parents in a formal interview situation (see Appendix) which investigated

questions relating to the child and his hoae and school environments.

In the collection of data, the field worker tried to be as unobtrusive

as possible. He rarely initiated conversations, but, if spoken to, attempted

to respond naturally; One of the field worker's responsibilities was to

provide a verbal description of the context. For the purposes of this

research, the context included where the recording took place, where the

subject was, who the interactants were, and what they were doing--both

their verbal and non-verbal behavior. Furthermore, the descriptions of

context often included what happened prior to and subsequent to, as well as

simultaneous with,verbal interaction.

The length of the recordings in each of the temporal situations

varied from 15 to 60 minutes. When summed, this amounts to a total of

420-500 minutes of talk for each child and about 300 hours overall. Hand-

written transcripts were made of the recordings amd coded onto computer
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'punch cards and then computer tape. Each,turn,of talk was transcribed on

a separate punch card (or two cards if necessary because of turn length),

producing a total of 10,000 cards per child or 400,000 overall. On each

punch card, in addition to the transcription of a turn, the following

information was coded: subject number, SES, race, speaker, and situation.

Research Questions

In assembling the corpus, nine questions were formulated. In each,

the interest was in group differences as they are related to particular

contexts and to the social, cognitive, and educational consequences for

the child. The questions focus on three aspects of language: (a) differ-

ences in language structure and content; (b) patterns of language usage

across groups; and (c) differences in language usage across natural and

formal settings. In the pages that follow we will present the questions,

grouped according to the aspect of language upon which they focus.

Structure and Content

Question #I: Are there diffirencet in the way Black and White speakers

structure portions of the lexicon? There might be certain differences in

the my In which speakers of Black dialect and Standard Engiish structure

prepositions. For example, Black Harlem adults have been observed to say

the following to children: "John, sit to the table." In this instance, a

Standard Engish speaker would probably say: "John, sit at the table." The

question is whether or not the rendering, "sit to the table" does not suggest

to the child a different relationship between himself and the object table

than that interpretable from "John, sit at the table." Essentially,

15
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the first instance is more factive than locative. Sych potential differ-

vices in structuring the lexicon are of special Interest because of their

implications for cognitive functidning as it is exemplified in sticdardized

test performance.

On a broader scale, the reasons for asking about lexical structuring

have Io do with the centrality of this structuring in human experience.

Space and time, both of which can be readily revealed through prepositions,

are basic coordinates of experience. Since only one object can be In a

given place at a given ame, spatial locatives provide an indispensable

device for identifying referents. Hand me the spoon or the table identifies

the spoon that the speaker is referring to. The place adverbial, on the

table, indicates a search field, and the head noun, spoon, provides the

target description. As Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) indicate, how a

search is to be executed depends on the particular preposition relating the

target to the landmark: in, at, la, under, etc. How children learn ,

to delimit the search field and the cultural vriations in this Procedure

are of extreme interest.

Brown (1973) has observed that in 26nd on are among the firt words

children learn to use. This.suggests that understanding the relation of

a target to a search field comes early in the life of the child, as does

the child's understanding of the topology of spatial relations in general.

According to Brown, these understandings seem to grow naturally out of the

Child's mastery of sensorimotor coordinations in space and time.

16
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Question #2: Are there differences between vocabulary used in the

home and that used in the schoolv situation? Answ.ars to this question

might be found first in raw counts and frequencies of lexical items.( In

addition, little is knoWn about sccial class differences in the way in

which certain parts of the lexicon areistructured. -Miller. and Johnson-
,

Laird (1976) have provided a theory on the way in which/spatial relationships

and verbs of motion might be structpred, hit no empirical'evidence

available.

In the research program we are discussing, evidence bearing on the

question of hf ome/school differences is being sought in two ways: (a)

A search is being conducted of the naturally occurring data with respect

to lexicon. An alphabetical list of all words in the corpus is being

produced and coded for subject, speaker, and situativn. Alphabetical lists

for each subject arialready available. In addition, Hall and Tirre (1979)

searched the corpus 4or the use of words from four standardized intelligence

tests: The Stanford-Binet, W1SC-R, WPPSI, and Peabody. They found that,

overall, speakers produced more of the targit words at home than at school,

and that middle class children produced more of the words at home than did

lower class children. No overall differences were fpund for race or social

class. (b) A series of assessment interviews (Appendix)adopted'from previous

work are being conducted with the children and their parents. These

interviews are designed to assess the degree to which children's actual

comprehension of certain terms incorporates the "rules" or relationships
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hypothesfteeln Miller's theory of lexical structure. The concern is

with both raw counts and frequencies and the different contexts that

any given vocabulary item enters In the communication network, on the

assumption that frequency and variability of confeKt are both important

fAr completely developed word meaning's

Question #3: 41dmittin% that phonology and grammar are equally,
Important determinants of dialect asissment, does phonology play a

nisundea9_IreaterroleinroducintgeenteacherandstudentT

'This questioh can be seen to relate directly to the role of dialect, in

learning to read. Simons (1973), for example, has noted that one major

ehavioral consequinces of'the differences between -the Black Dialect and

Standard English phonological systems for reading acquisition is that
N.

certain written words are pronounced different y by Black Diai ct speakers

than by Standard English speakers. The resu ts of these dif erences are

words that nave a pronounciation unique to Black Dialect e.g.; riest--"ness,"

rest--"ress," hand--"han." Moreover,-there are words whose Black Dialect

pronunciatian results in-a different word e.g., testc:'Tess," mend--"men,"

walked--"walk," cold--"coal," find--"fine," etc. The latter pronunciations

result in an extra set of homophones for Black Dialect speakers. TheSb

differences In pronunciation could interfere with the Black Dialect speaker's

acquisition of word recognition,skilts..

Question 1-3.provide a view of vocabulary differences for children

at di.fferent age levels as well as for adults (e.g., mothers and teachers):

The role of lexicon vis-a-vis basic readers, code-switching by context and

the role of parent-child interaction in vocabulary is being investigated,

18
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as is the relative importance of grammar and phonoloW in,teacher-pupil

misunderstanding. Further, a central issue in "bidiaiectal ism," namely,-

whether grammar and phonology vary within settings as well as across

ts

settings, can be addressed through collecting data on these questions.

Patterns of Usage

Question #4: To what extent do children rely on non-verbal as opposed.

to verbal cues in obtaining information ,from the environment and communi-

cating information about the environment to others? This question is being

asked for ti.k.target child in each of the settings whel.e sampling of language

was done. in the more stryctured of the situations,the'work on referential

communication uided .the data collection (e.g., GluclJberg, Krauss, 8

)!Higgins, 075 . the questions being asked dite: (a) How dOes the

target child acqui information from others (adults, older children, peers,

etc.); and (b) How does his information acquisition differ, and/or how Is

it similar to that in the naturally occurring events of his everyday life?

Question #5: To what extent are 6111gren likely or able to adopt a

hypothetical stance toWard linguistic information? Verbs and Conjunc,tions

are important pieces of data needed to answer this question. The use of

verbs, for example, is Important:to analyze because they are essential

for ascertaining meaning In sentences. Verbs are necessary for prediction

in English, and prediction makes sentences something more than a stripg

of word asociations. The verbs of particular interest to us are those of

19
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motion (e.g., move, come 22., walk, Lim, run, reach, arrive), primarily

because they can be studied with young children. These verbs can occur

in relatively simple sentences, they have a fairly obvious perceptual basisq:

for reference, they combine spatial and t oral aspects, and the hlldren

use them frequently. A detailed analy'sls of verbs of motion has been

represented by Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976). Suffice it to say that the

motion verbs--come and 225 bring and take--occur frequently in chfld

language although they involve some rather complicated relations of the

direction of motion to the region of the speaker and his addressee. An

analysis of these verbs has been done for adult speech by'Filimore (Note 1).

The data cah be searched f r spontaneous occurrences.of these verbs to see

if they are ever mlsapplled'bç confused. The question is: Does the young

child who uses motion verbs really understand them?

It has been noted by Miller and Johnson=LaIrd (1976) that analysis of-

.verbs Ilke jump, for example, into their semantic components leads to several

possibilities. 'The paraphrase, she jumped the fence would translate into

something like "She did something with her legs that caused her to begin

traveling over the fence," which Includes such semantle'components as motidn.

path, actionl, causation, etc. If young children use such verbs correctly,

they probitbly do so on the basis of representations other than those revealed

by semantic analysis. That this is probably the case has been suggested by

Nelson (1973) in her hypothesis that concepts develop from intra-referent

variations, not from Inter-referent variations. The semantic analysis
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represents a summary of-differences between related words, whereas children

may develop a concept of jumping without considering differences between

jumping, launChing, throwing, bouncing, and other related concepts: The verbs

of motion provide productive materials with whrch to test these notions.

Question #6: Do children adjust their speech to reflect the contextual

needs of a sitLiation? For e.ample, do children adjus't their speech to

accommodate to the needs of others? Evidence from referential communication

literatdre indicates that they do, at least Jn eXperimental situations

(Shatz & Gelman, 4973; Asher, 1978). Much less is known however, about

children's use of speech, in natural settings or tte.effect of situatIonal

voriables The study by Hall, Cole, Reder, and Dowley (1977) is notable

in that it does measure the'effects of situation on,children's speech.

- In this study, the speech °flower class Black preschool children was

studied in two situations, the classroom and a supermarket. The results

showed that in the less formal supermarket situatkon children were both

more verbal and more spontaneous, thus indicating Oiat situational
;

constraints do have an.effect on childrenfrs speecb. Efxactly what these

'constraints are 4nd the way in which they operate on children's speech

remain to be stuctied, however. a

,

One appi,claeh'with the present corpus might be to searc foi instances

when subjecta:communicated information. These could then be coded for

situation, listener, etc., and measured for accuracy or completeness.

21
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Question #7: Concerning the meta-behavicral activities of ihe

children: (a) Are they able to describei their own behavior and inner

states? (b) What is the nature of the lexicon that children have devel6ped

to describe their own behavior and inner states? and (c) What kind'of

metalliiquisfle.awareness have children developed?

. Followrng a set of-procedures developed by Gearhart and Hill (1979).

and Aall and Nagy (1979), the corpus might be examined for evidence conk

cerning the use%of ihternal state mords (e.g., know, sight, i).
. .

3

Consideration would be given to, for exampi (a) the percentage of internal

state words used by different speakers in different contexts, (b) the

semantic or pragmatic use of the'words, and (c) the relation of particular

lexical.items to mental aCtivities. The hypothesis here is that the use
, \

of internal state. words can fitate the acquisition of metacognitive

. processes and elp the child to become

user of knowledge.

Investhigations w

ctive seeker, interpreter, and

:follow from Questiohs 4-7 will, when finished,

provide a chea Itthe qalidity and situational variability in langualge pat-

lernstformulated by eernsteinl.(1972) as elaborated and restricted, aswell.as

on Horner's analysis-of simple'vs. elaborate tacts in interpersonal communi-

catiork The structured setting data will be compared with that from the

unstructured setting as a.means of disentangling dominant modes of speaking

ffom possible ones. Perhaps mostimportantly, answers to ques'tions 4-7

will prpvide some much-nep4ed data on-the implicatiohs of language sOcial-

ization mode's for cognitive skills, a point on which there is much controversy.

.1

N.4
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Question #8: Are there situational differences in this use of lauuage

Mir

among adults in "structured" situations? An example of a structured situation

which might be useful here would be the interylew, both individual and group.

Here we would predict that both middle ar.li'd lower class adults will produce

more language, and a more complex language, in group than in Individual /

interviews, and that the difference In language between the two situations

will be greater for the lower than for the middle'class. The subject of

such interviews could be video taped situations like child-parent inter-

actions or child-teacher interactions. These Interactions should be open-
0.

ended; the following are examples: (a) the chkl4 breaks (or is about to

'break something); (b) the child hurts someone (or is about to hurt sOmeone,

e.g., a younger sibling); (c) thexhild asks for help with a task in 4

situation where the mother appe to have just finished a burdensome ehore;

(d) $he child asks for help with a task in a situation where the mother

appears to be very busy; (e) the.child does something inappropriate at a

family-style social gathering (e.g., a Sunday, dinner); (f) the child does

something inappropriate during an interaction with a strange member of the

establishment (e.g., while the mother talks to a shopkeeper or to a doctor

or nurse at a ctinic or to a secretary or other office worker at school);

and (g) the child indicates an ability to do somethinglindependently In a

home sett ng. The teacherAchild interactions could be investigated along

similar nes.

23
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, Question #9: %4'-*_t_Lttheroortienofc2Eentusesc'fu"t")n'

acrossddifferent cultural 9roups? Efficient accumulation of information'is

critical to school performance, and questions are cues to provide information

and elicit information--seeking behavior in the child. Mordover,,they are

a verbarmeans by which a child seeks information. The data on'questions

in adult-chilt1 and child-child in action in natural settings is lacking;

it is believed thai the corpus will'provide this data.

Arialysis of the Data

Having amassed a tremendous aMount of data from largely naturalistic

Sources, the problem becomeS dne of analysis. Obviously, any analysis

should be planned in terms, of 'some set of problems. In our, case, we have

articulated problems regarding the functional use of language in terms

of a series of qUestions. All of these questions cannot be approached at

once;- some discussfon must be undertaken about how to proceed. For example,

if one wishes'to focus on lexical analysls,.he could proceed in the
a

following way

.The first part of such an analysis could focus on'the indkridual

lexical.item,,i.e: vocabulary. Vocabulary variations might be looked at

in a variety of ways, a'f of which could be treated agaihSt a grid formed

by the combinations of four basic popUlation groups (Black/White by

middle-class/lower class). This analysis should also Include situational'

variation (e.g.,.home vs.-school, dinnertime vs. bedtime, lessons vs.

free play, etc.), iA simple word count would uncover, among other thitigs,
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if there is e reason to tailor'initral reading vocabularies-to special

groups. Another aspect of this analysis involves matching the obtained

vocabulary witti vccabbl.aries used hi psychologrcal tests, e.g., the'

Stanford-Binet; the wlec, etc. (Hall 6 Tirre 1979). These two analyses

are essentially frequency distributions. They are fairly easy to do,

given the state of the data, and shouldiyierd two products: a "dictionary"

of spoken words and a report detailing the relationship between obtained

and expected vocabularies.

A third line of lexical analysis might involve searching the obtained]

vocabularies for lwacal domains that are of special theoretical interest

because they relate directly to established theories of cultural differences

In language usage (e..g., function words, verbs, preposi ions, etc.).

Another analysis of the data might focus on mother-child interaction.

This analysis, might focus on,the question of whether the mother's language

in 0 formal, "school-like" situation constitutes a context for the child's

performance. Specifically, what might be looked at is how the mothers

talk to their c'hildren to ensure'a high level of performance on ,Vschool-like"

tasks. The context here is taken as iming constic'tuted by what'people are

doing and where and-when they dre doing it (Erickson 6 Schultz, 077).

People in interactron become environments for each other's beha4lor

(McDermott, note 2).

A third apProach to analysis might concern Anvestiution of constraints

A IP

on conversation. When particiPating in conversations, children must

25
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centinuously prnduce language which achieves communicative goals and

is appropriate to the communicative situation At t.-1ch point in the conver-

sation. Thus, children are constrained both by the "loca!" circumstances

of the conversaticn and by the need to achieve the personal goal which

they bring the conversation and which explains their decision to

participate. Children are thus constrained from the "bottom-up" by the
0

grammatical form, illocutionary functions, and-content of utterances which

,occur in the conversation; and from the."top-down" by ;;;;Isl.% own communka-
.

tive goals. The analysis of talk in conversations must centrally involve

the analysis of how children produce language which satisfies different

kinds of constraints and of how they use their cognitive, linguistic,

social, and cultural resources in producing appropriate _ik. The goal

of this analysis would be to understand the constraints on children's

decisions in speaking and the manner in which they use the resources at

their disposal.

If some turn made by a speaker is labeled 1, and the turn that

immediately follows it I + then what is of interest is the unit con-

sisting of the pair 1, i + 1. How does I constrain i + 1 and how do

children use the resources available to them in producing an appropriate

response? These-questions constitute the basic level of analysis. Other

levels might consider, for example, how 1 + 1 relateS-Nto turns,prior io 1

and ! + I. In this 'way, the mannerjn which higher level discourse units

in a coniersation provide a-4-6.1.k io the child's developing ability to°

produce and understand coherent discourse could also be considered.
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The ability to produce and understand coherent discourse is one of

the major accomplishments and requirements in becoming "schooled" in our

culture. It is probable that cultural differences In the functions and

uses of language will be apparent in the structure of conversations, and

that it is because of them that an educational mismatch is effected,

rendering some children at a disadvantage in acquiring the ability to

produce and comprehend coherent discourse. Given the current state of

knowledge, it is possible to list some classes of constraints and resources

which operate in conversations: (a)-illocutionary, i.e., the intentions

motivating utterance type, such as questions, statements, etc.; (b)

inferential content, i.e., relations in and among and beyond the propositions

to be interpreted; (c) grammatical form; (d) social relationships among

speaker..., both thestatus they bring to the interactionand the role they

create; (e) shared meanings and prior knowledge; (f) settings; (g) the

task in which one is engaged and one's conception of it; (h) the prior

discourse in the same setting; and (I) cognitive demands of the tack.

Summary,

This paper has described oee attempt at a solution to a difficult

educational problemthe failure of minority children to succeed in school.

While it is certainly not the only cause, we 5ave suggested that a mismatch

between the functions and uses of language at home and at school might

have an important Influence on the academic success of such children. It

is believed that ethnic minority groups'use language In ways that systemat-

ically put their children at a dIsadvantage in school. Language differences

27
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can haVe tragic consequences for children as they move from the home

community into the middle class world of the school. Socially, the child

may experience both teacher and peer Prejudice because of the dialect he

speaks. The child may find his speech patterns limit him cognitively,

as well. in'addition, language differences may place academic success

out of reach.

We have described a research program designed to investigate these
1

possible consequences in minority children. Fo4;e4llis research, language

samples were collected from en equal number of Black and White, lower

and middle SES children. The children were recorded in a variety of

physical and temporal situations and in interaction with parents, siblings,

teachers, other adults, and peers. After a massive data-collection effort,

a corpus of more than 300 hours of natural language had been obtained.

A series of nine questions guided the research; these question focused

on three aspects of language: (a) differences in language structure and

content; (b) patterns of language usage; and (c) differences in language

usage across groups. Finally, in this paper, three examples of possible

approaches to data analysis which relate to these questions were presented.

The pljght of ethnic minorities in the American educational system

should be the subject of a concerted research effort. However, before any

further steps are taken one caveat must be made emphatically clear:

answers will not lie in experimental urvey, or interview data.alone.

Atteniion must be given to the reality which minority children experience,
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and this can zonly:)be achieved through the inclusion of ethnographic methods

in research methodologies. The research design reported on here is only

one form that such studies might take, but all will at least have an

ethnographic component in common.

29
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,Statement of Purpose: Today's'interview is a second pail of the

language Ably that we are doing at In conjunction
0.

with . You will recall that we recorded.

talk ia`st school year. We have transcribed about 60t of ihis sample of

tiklk. To maim any interpretation of this talk meaningful, we need to get

"4
.an esimate of the variety of Wome situations represented by the children

In our sample. Of co'urse, your responses will remain anonyMous.

**

tist*

36
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Now, many children do you have? What are their ages? Sexes? In

what grades are they? In what schools? (Note: If not in school,
determine whether employed and/or separated from the family.) is
any child in your family adopted?

.What is your morning routine foe getting the family out of the house?

What age children are most interesting? Why are the Xs more inter-
esting? What does your husband think and why?

4. Let us return to and school.

a. How does he generally do in school?
b. inowhat area has he improved in the past year? The least?
c. How do you feel about his school progress? What do you expect

him to achieve? What would satisfy you?

How do your other children generally do In school?

What organizations oreclubs, if any, do you belong to (PTA, Church,
Political, etc.)? Does your child know what you ao in these organi-
zations? yes no How?

What are your favorite-recreation pastimes? Your husband's? What
recreational activities do you and your family engage In on weekends
together? What places have you visited on weekends during the past
six months? Why?

8. Do you usually pl'an your weekends and Vacations ahead of time? How
often? Who makes the plans?

9. Where have you, as a family, traveled during the past two ye3rs?
Why were these placei cflosen? What specific activities take up
'most of your time at-these places?

10. What newspapers and/or magazines do you subscribe to? Do.you encour-
age your child to.read them? If SID, how? Do you discuss the article
or stories in them In his presence? (Gave examples) Wes your child
ever participate.in these discussions - vs. listeningl-

II. Does your child take any lessons - musical, dance, academic subject?
If so, what? Now long has he taken these? How did he get started
in this area?

12. What hobbles, if any, does your child have? /low long has he been

interested In this? What seemed to get him started in this area?
,

(Note parent initiation)
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13. What kinds of toys, game'S, books, pamphlets, etc. have you bought
for your child in the past two years? (include.birthdays and holidays)
Give example. Preschool period? -.List.

U. Does your child'have a library card? if-so, how long has he had it?
How did he come to get this'cird? (Nobs,parent InitiatrOn) DIO you
remember the first few times he went to the library? Did anyone
accompany him? Who? What kind of books have yotrencouraged him to
read? Where .else.dobs he obtalp, reading m4terial? Do you.stil I read
to him? Does he readeto your How often?

15. What appliances A you perpit him'to operate? How long, have you
allowed this? .

16.1ADo you ask your child problems related to school activities- that he
required to answer or solve on his own? give examples.

Does your childrhave a desk of his own? .41f not, where does he work?
What kinds of supplies are available for him to work with? (Observe)

aste ruler paper __crayons ,4 plintv.
others rsirelifY)

1 . Do you have a dictionary in your home? If so, %that kind? ,Does your
child have a dictionary of his owm? If so, what kind? Where are they
kept? How oftem does your child use the dicilonary? How often do
you? When the child uses the dictionary, at whose initiation - his
or.yours? What other ways does your child have of learning new words?
School, relatives, etc. Home dictionary: yes nb Child's Diction-

.ary: __yes _Lno

19. Do you have an encyclopedia In your home? __yes no If so, when did
you get it? Why? Do you buy yearbooks to accoviiWy the encyclopedia?
Where is it usually kept? How often do you use !t? How often does
your child uSe it?

41Y

20. Do you have an allianac or fact book? __yes
purchased? Who uses it? When? What other
materials does your child have oval able to
questions - library, friends, etc.?

, 21. Do you have any workbooks or other kinds of learning materials which
you use to help your child in his learning? What other steps, if
any, do you take to insure that yotir child's learning enviponment is
what you want it to be?

_no if so, when was it
sources of reading
locate answers tO his

38
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12. Does Your child receive homework? Do you help him with theta an-
ments? ',How muCh time do Vou find to work with him,ori these aspign
ments per week? How much time do,you and your husband spend providing,
direct help to your child in his school learning on weekdays? On
weekends? OAlso ask for Preschool'and Primary grades)

23. How often do you and your husband discuss ;four child's progress in
school? What generally results from such discussions?

24. Have you had atly experience in teaching? What?'.Your husband?

,25. When does your child uspally eat'dinner on wegkdays? Who eats with
him? Who does most Of the talking at the dinner table? About what?

26. At what other times are you together as a family on weekdays? What .

are some of the things you do together at these times?

27. What are some of the activities your husband engages in wiih the
child on weekdays? On weekends? ,

28. Ara there any adults outside of you and your husband that your child
is particularly friendly with? If so,twhat does he seem to like .

about them? What do you see as this person's special qualities? -

How often does'your child see them? What does he do when he's with
them?

;

29. Did any other adults live with you when your child was first born?
If so, who? (not name) How long did they live with you? What was.
the age of the child when they left? (Note: if the child was close,
to them, ask the following questions) How much schooling did they
have? How would you rate their use of language?

30. Did you have a Job outside the home when your child was younger? If

so, who took care of the child?

31. Did you read books to him when he was younger? If so, when did you
start? When did you stop? How regularly did you read to him?

32. About how many hours a week does'he usually watch TV? What are his
favorite programs? Do you approve of them? If not, what do you do
about them?

.33. What are your favorite TV programs? Did you recommend that your child'
watch any particular programs in the patt week? If so, which ones?

Did you discuss any programs with him after'Watching them?

39
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34. How would you describe your,child's language usage? Do you help
him to increase his vocabulary? If so, how? How have you helped
him to acquire appropriate use of words and sentences? Are you
still helping him in these respects? If so, how?

35. How much would you estimate you correct him in his speech? (examplb
use of "ain't") How particular are you about your child's speech?
Are there particular speech habits of his that you are working on
to improve? Give examples, if so. Earlier?

36. Are there any languages other than English spoken ill the house? if
so, which ones? Who speaks them? Does the .child also speak this
language?

37. How much schooling do you wish your child to receive?

38. How much schooling do you expeet your child to receive?

39. What is the minimum level of education that you think your child
must receive?

40. Do you have any ideas about the kind of Work you would like to see
your child do when he grows up? Do you have any edeas about the kind
of work you-would not like your child to do?

41. How does your husband feel about the kind of work he's doing? Is

this the kind of work he always wanted to do? .

42.1 How do you fee!, in general, about the accomplishments of your family?
How far have you been able to accomplish the aspirations or plans
with which both of you started your family life? ,

43. How important has education been in achieving thesA goals? °How Much
importance is education going to have in the life of yoOr child? -

Would his future status he radically affected if he does not attain
the level of education you wish him to atkain?

44. What is the education level of some,of your close friends and relatives(

45. Do any of their children go to college or have they? Does this include
all of the children? Are thereany who did not complete high school?

45a. Have,you met with your child's present teacher? What is her(his)
namet If so, when? Why? Does the teachee usually initiate parent-
teacher conferences? If you ask for a meetIng, for what purpose?
What other ways, if any, are you In contact with the school? Do
you like X's teacher? What makes you like her? Dislike her?!
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46. Do you know your child's best friends in the neighborhooa and school?
Do you approve of them? Now would you rate these children in their
studies? Do you help your child in choosing his friends? if so, how?

47. Do you read biographies of great people to X? If so, whose? Which
ones have you'read in the past two months? If so, whose?

48. Did you hug, kiss, or speak approvingly to your child in the past few
days? If so, for what reasons?

49. What are some of the activities and accomplishments of your child
that you praise and approve of? Now do you do this? What things
do you find you have to scold him for?

50. Nave you thought about what kind of high school program you want
your child to enroll in? If so, which one? Why?

51. How often does the school give out student reports? Who usually'
signs it? Do both parents see it? In what ways dp you use the
report?

52. Do you discuss his school .progress with him? What particular things
do you discuss with him?

53. Do you have college plans for him? If so, what have you done to
financially prepareLfor this? in what other ways, if any, do you
prepare him for the attainment of educational goals? (e.g., acquaint
him with colleges, telling him about what people learn In college,
etc.)

54. About how often do you ask your child how well he is dOing in
school? What particular things do you ask him?

55. Do you know what materials he uses in different areas covered in
school? Do you know at the beginning of the school year what things
he will be studying during the year in each subject? if so, how do
you find this out? (Note: get specific topics, not subjects,
e.g., reading)

56. Now much time do you think a child X's age should oevote to school
type work?

57. Does he help you in the .outine housework? if so, what responsi-
bilities does he have? Now quickly does he carry them out?
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58. Is the housework distributed among the members of the family? If so,
who did the planning for such assignments? How regularly are these
assignments followed? What factors, if any, come in the way of
carrying out such plans?

59. How would you rate your child's habit of completing his work on
\...) time, not leaving a problem undone, correcting his mistakes, etc?

How did he ncquire these habits?

60. Do you ever have to change your own plans for the sake of your child's
school work? If so, what kinds of plans have you had to change?

61. Have you had to sacrifice any of your major needs or desires such as
buying a new car, giving up a job, etc. for the present and/or
future education of your child? If so, what did you give up? What
were the immediate consequences?

62. Are you taking any courses or involved in a hobby? If so, what?
How did you get involved in this? How are you doing it - formally
or informally? Did you study any subjects or have a hobby durin§
the past two year? If so, what?

63. When guests come to visit do you like X to hang around or go play?

64. DO you take X out with you when you run errands?

Turning to the final few questions, let me ask you about the neighborhood
*and the apartment in which you are living.

65. How is this as a neighborhood for children?

66. Where else have you lived? How did you choose it (them)?

67. How did you like it? Could you describe the layout of that
apartment?

68. How long have you lived here?

69. How did you choose it?

70. Could you describe how this apartment is laid out?

(Note: after entire interview, ask: could you draw me those apartments?)
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